Dear Head/TPO/Principal/Director

Golden Opportunity for 2019 batch Graduates!!!

GRD Group of Colleges Ropar feel immense pleasure to announce that we are going to conduct the Mega Placement Event for one of the world’s Best IT Company i.e. Wipro Technologies, which is a Market leader at our campus on 24th October 2018 for BCA/B.Sc candidates of 2019 batch Passing Out.

Wipro Technologies (www.wipro.com)

Wipro with over 1,80,000 employees spread across 50 countries, Wipro is one of the largest employers in India. its strength has always been its people and it has constantly devised specific programs which cater to an individual's growth - right from continuous learning to career enhancement. Wipro believe an institute of high-standards such as yours would be a significant contributing factor in our Growth.

• Ranked #2 in the Global 500 listing of NGC Rankings 2012
• Ranked #1 in India ranking of CDLI for the last three years

This selection process is for a unique “Earn and Learn” programme in which the students have the opportunity to gain a Master’s degree from the prestigious college of India while working on live projects at Wipro.

The Best Career Opportunity

Wipro Selects Get = JOB + Experience + Free of Cost Master Degree from TOP University

Invitation is for all the colleges of North India (Who are running below specified courses).
Eligibility:

- BCA/B.Sc(CS, IT, Maths, Non-Medical, Statistics, Electronics, Physics, Chemistry)
- Fresher - Year of Passing 2019
- 10th - 50% and above, 12th : 50% and above (Maths as one subject in 12th class)
- Graduation : 60% and above till date (Aggregate). (Maths as one subject in Grads)
- Upto 3 years Gap is allowed
- NO Backlog.

Reporting Time: 9.30 am to 11.30 am on 24th Oct 2018

Salary (Stipend): {Wipro Sponsored M.Tech : Free of Cost M.Tech Degree from TOP University}

1st Academic Year - Rs. 15,712/-
2nd Academic Year - Rs. 17,810/-
3rd Academic Year - Rs. 19,910/-
4th Academic Year - Rs. 23,000/-

On completion of Program, Employment opportunity to students with package between Rs. 5 to 5.75 Lac per annum (upto Rs. 48000/- per month)

Designation: Trainee : (Student - Computer Application)

Selection process will be as follows:

1. PPT
2. Online Test
3. Interviews (Technical & HR)
You are requested to send the details of eligible students in the format attached herewith latest by 15\textsuperscript{th} Oct 2018 at tnp.office@grdropar.in

Candidates must apply for Online Registration at our website www.grdropar.in/wipro

NOTE:

1. There will not be any Charges for this process.
2. It is a Core Technical JOB like Software Development, Not for BPO operations

Instructions for the Placement Drive

- A photo identification like license; college I Card, etc is to be brought by the candidate.
- You need to carry 2 passport size photographs, CV & 1 set of photocopies of certificates with you at the time of test. & Wipro Boarding Pass
- Wear in formal dress only.

Venue: \textit{GRD Group of Colleges Ropar}

\textit{(village Raipur, on Ropar-Balachaur Highway, 45 min drive from Chandigarh, SBS Nagar, Punjab )}

For any query candidates are welcome to contact us (Any time between 9.00am to 6.00pm):

90419-93388

Thanks & Regards

Prof. Harpreet Singh
Vice Chairman

GRD Group of Colleges Ropar

www.grdropar.in

Attachments